Panel Discussion with Prof. Daniel Kahneman
Nobel Prize Laureate for Economic Sciences

Tuesday, June 7, 2016, at 17.00 | Safdie Auditorium, Multi-Purpose Building
The University of Haifa is honored to invite you to a Panel Discussion with Prof. Daniel Kahneman Nobel Prize Laureate for Economic Sciences

Honorary Doctorate Recipient

Chair: Prof. Ruth Kimchi, Department of Psychology

With the participation of:

Prof. Oren Gazal-Ayal, Faculty of Law
Prof. Morris Goldsmith, Department of Psychology
Prof. Doron Kliger, Head, Department of Economics
Prof. Asher Koriat, Department of Psychology

This invitation serves as an entry permit for vehicles on campus

RSVP: israeliu@univ.haifa.ac.il
Tel: 927-4-8240097/9